PART 1: Sourcing our ‘Truth’

How do we handle
our mistakes?
GAIHH
Global Alliance of
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Mistakes
can become
learning
experiences
– or –
become lies

An error made once is usually a genuine mistake.
If we own and acknowledge it – and don’t repeat it
– it can be a valuable learning experience.
Not admitting to a mistake = a

bigger mistake

A mistake we make knowingly
– and don’t admit to – or deny – becomes a lie.

DENIAL = Don’t Even Know I Am Lying
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TRUTH LIES

H E RE
T H E RE
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Mis-take
– or –
Re-take?

Our earliest life experiences determine how we
learned to respond to ‘mistakes’ and ‘being wrong’.
To re-vision our blind spots
and reclaim personal responsibility,
we need to revisit
our earliest learning experiences
around making mistakes…
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EXPLORE
Recall an experience from your childhood when you were
told you ‘got it wrong’ or ‘did something wrong’.
a. Who found out? How did they react?

Mistake(n)
conditioning

b. Were you made to feel like a ‘bad’ person?
c. Were you punished? Or were you given an opportunity
to improve, fix or remedy your error?
d. How did you feel about the way the other/s reacted?
e. What negative belief/s (about yourself, others or ‘life’)
did you take away from that experience?
f. What was the unmet need at that time?
g. What could have made that experience more positive
for you?
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I am ‘bad’
– vs. –
my
behaviour
was ‘wrong’

EXPLORE
What similarities are there between your childhood
experiences and your present-day reaction/s when you
make a mistake?
Thinking of other events that happened later in your life,
notice how you react when you are…
a. Made to feel ‘wrong’ or ‘bad’?
b. Feeling judged?
c. Aware you’ve ‘messed up’ or made a ‘mistake’?
c. Told you’ve gotten something wrong?
d. Given ‘feedback’ by your partner – or at work?
Is there any similarity between your reactions to the other
person/s involved – and the way your parents or other
authority figures (eg. teachers at school) reacted to you in
these situations?
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They are
‘bad’
– vs.–
their
behaviour
was ‘wrong’

EXPLORE
What connections exist between your earlier experiences
and how you react when someone else makes a mistake –
or does something wrong? For example, your partner, a
friend, a colleague, a stranger, a political figure?
a. How do you react?
b. Is there any similarity in your reactions to the way your
parents or other authority figures, eg., your teachers at
school, reacted to you as a child?
c. Consider your ability to express to ‘the other’:
• Understanding / Empathy
• Compassion
• Forgiveness
d. Notice whether you react differently if the trigger is
personal (ie. an event that involves you or someone
close to you) – versus a perceived injustice in society
(eg. something you saw in the news)?
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From
childhood
mistakes
to adult lies

What happens when a child is not given an opportunity
to correct an error – to ‘re-do’ – without fear of punishment?
There is an impulse to defend, deflect and protect.
That might be to justify, ignore – or deny.
Or to blame someone or something else.
It might start with a small lie.
And frequently leads to more lies to hide the first lie.
If as children, we don’t have the power to respond in a way
that can improve or remedy the situation, it’s natural to
revert to ‘defend, deflect and ‘protect’ behaviours.
The good news is that we can change old patterns of
behaviour that are no longer working for us.
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How do we let go of the tendency to defend, deflect and
protect… or a habit of lying to cover up our mistakes?

React
– vs. –
Respond

Learning to take responsibility requires having – or being
given – some response-ability, ie. the ‘ability to respond’.
As an adult we have access to inner and outer resources that
we did not have available to us as a child.
To respond rather than react requires access to our higher
brain function.
A sense of safety is essential to shift out of our ‘reactive’
reptilian brain – and access our pre-frontal cortex, our higher
‘thinking’ brain.
EXPLORE
Download our ReCOVerS♡S Resource for some simple
exercises to calm the nervous system and improve your
capacity to respond under stress.
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A ‘mistake’ is simply information.
When you ‘own’ it, you open up new choices.
It’s an opportunity to correct your course.
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In the end, it’s always easier to tell the truth.

It’s how we
correct
our mistakes
that
defines us

Especially if the mistake is genuinely an ‘accident’.
A genuine mistake that’s admitted can be forgiven, no
matter how much damage has been caused.
Lying and cheating are not mistakes. They are intentional
choices.
Lies are eventually exposed.
A mistake covered up with lies rarely attracts compassion.
Those who lie intentionally lose respect.
Those who admit their vulnerability often become heroes.
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Truth is extremely resilient.
It always finds its way out,
no matter how hard anyone
tries to hide it – or stop it.
Lies are merely a temporary
delay to the inevitable.
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It’s a given that mistakes will happen.
And even more so, when people are under pressure –
whether that’s our parents, doctor, boss, or trusted leaders.

We are all
human.
We make
mistakes.

We are not responsible for the choices of others.
However, we do have choices around how we respond.
Keeping others accountable may be a part of our response.
We always have a responsibility to speak our truth.
EXPLORE
Whose choices have you been judging?
Who have you been criticising?
Put yourself in their shoes.
Notice what’s motivating their choices.
How might this change the way you engage with them?
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“You never really understand a person
until you consider things from his point of view…
until you climb in his skin and walk around in it.”
~ Atticus Finch to Scout in To Kill a Mockingbird
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Trauma can
trigger lies.
Lies always
perpetuate
trauma.

Sometimes for a child in a traumatic situation, lies felt
‘safer’ than the truth.
That’s a big topic for another time.
Here, we are more concerned with the kind of truth that
involves facts – and understanding intent.
Lies involve perpetrators and victims.
Unless we collectively take responsibility to heal… to
hear the truth – and to speak the truth – we will continue
to perpetuate endless cycles of violence.
A truth that's told with bad intent beats all
the lies you can invent.
~ William Blake
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Lies are told with words
– and images
– and silence.
There are lies of commission
– and lies of omission.
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EXPLORE
1. Tune into your Inner Voice.
What weight do you give your inner voice as a ‘source’ of
truth and authority compared to external authority figures?

Become a
‘truth sleuth’

2. Activate your inner ‘Bull$#!t detector’.
How do you know what’s true for you?
Is it a physical sensation? Or diving into research?
How can you practice and cultivate the senses and skills that
alert you to detecting what’s true and what’s not?
How can you continue to build trust in this part of you?
3. Find your inner ‘Super-truth-hero’.
Get in touch with the part of you that ‘knows’.
Whether it’s your inner Sherlock Holmes, or Indiana Jones,
the Wizard, or the archetypal ‘Wise Woman’… how can you
make this part of you your ally?
How can you continue to build trust with these parts of you?
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Be curious. Stay respectful.
Making the choices that are best for us does not make us
wrong or selfish – and need not divide us.
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See(d)ing Truth
We cannot force someone
to hear a truth they are not
ready to receive.
But never underestimate
the power of planting a
seed.
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Together,
we can
heal and
grow

Feeling ‘safe’ starts on the inside.
GAIHH is an inclusive community
where you can express your truth,
share your stories and
feel safe to ask questions.
We invite you to connect.
For free resources, support and online groups:
GAIHH.org

GAIHH
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